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My research is mainly in the philosophy of mind, with substantive intersec-

tions into value theory, epistemology, metaphysics, and cognitive science. My pri-
mary research focuses on questions about how conscious experiences are structured 
and how to formally model that structure. Alongside that, I also have research pro-
jects on the ethics and the epistemology of conscious experiences. 
 
THE STRUCTURE OF EXPERIENCE 

Conscious experiences are structured. Consider how your perceptual expe-
rience breaks down into sensory modalities, how your pain experiences come in dif-
ferent degrees of intensity, and how your color experiences have hue, saturation, 
and brightness as dimensions of variation. However, while it is obvious that expe-
riences have structure, there has been little consensus on basic questions about that 
structure: Do experiences have parts? Are experiences discrete or continuous in 
structure? How can we model and measure subjective experiences? 

These kinds of questions are underexplored in both philosophy and cogni-
tive science. While there is plenty of empirical and theoretical work yielding piece-
meal knowledge of the structures of particular kinds of experiences (such as color 
experiences), my research focuses on general questions that concern all kinds of ex-
periences. And while there is plenty of philosophical work on the mind-body prob-
lem, the nature of perception, and the physical correlates of consciousness, my re-
search remains neutral on these long-standing philosophical disputes while identi-
fying new ways of advancing inquiry into consciousness. 

The philosophical foundations for this project are developed in “Objective 
Phenomenology” [under review], where I argue that the structure of experience is 
the key to solving a puzzle famously set forth by Thomas Nagel: is it possible to 
understand what it is like to be a bat without having had bat experiences? I argue 
that even though we cannot understand the qualitative character of bat experiences, 
we could still acquire some understanding of what it is like to be a bat by grasping 
structural facts about bat experiences (such as the kinds of facts captured by a formal 
model of echolocation experience). An upshot is that investigating and modeling the 
structure of experience is a promising way of furthering consciousness research. 
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From there, my research examines how conscious experiences are structured 
and how to formally model that structure. In “Modeling Mental Qualities” [Revise 
& Resubmit, Philosophical Review], I develop a formal framework for modeling the 
mental qualities of experiences and apply the framework to the empirical investiga-
tion of consciousness. In “The Microstructure of Experience” [Journal of the American 
Philosophical Association, 2019], I defend the view that experiences have non-intro-
spectable microphenomenal properties. In “The Structure of Analog Representa-
tion” [in progress, with Josh Myers & Gabriel Rabin], my collaborators and I develop 
a theory of what makes a representation analog (as opposed to symbolic) and apply 
our theory to debates in cognitive science and aesthetics. 

In future work, I plan to develop further formal frameworks for modeling 
further aspects of conscious experiences. My prior work on modeling mental quali-
ties provides a foundation for this project, but there are further aspects of mental 
qualities and further features of conscious experiences that require richer formal 
structures to capture. Over the coming years, I hope to write a book on modeling 
consciousness that develops a systematic framework for modeling all fundamental 
aspects of conscious experiences. 
 
OTHER RESEARCH 

My work on the ethics and metaethics of conscious experiences begins, 
somewhat ironically, with a paper arguing that consciousness has no intrinsic value. 
In “Is Consciousness Intrinsically Valuable?” (Philosophical Studies, 2018), I explain 
why prior arguments that consciousness is intrinsically valuable are methodologi-
cally flawed and I argue that consciousness itself is value neutral. Nevertheless, I 
also argue that there remain systematic connections between consciousness and 
value. In “The Metaethics of Mind” [under review], I argue that value facts about 
experiences (such as the fact that pain is bad) yield genuine counterexamples to the 
explanatory gap between descriptive facts and ethical facts. In “Consciousness 
Makes Things Matter” [under review], I argue that all and only conscious subjects 
are welfare subjects, in the sense of being able to be better or worse off. In “Life is 
Neutral” [in progress], I formalize different theories of the value of life itself and 
argue that the most plausible theory takes life itself to be neutral, rather than good. 
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My work on the epistemology of conscious experiences focuses on what is 
(and is not) distinctive about knowledge of our own experiences. In “Knowing What 
It’s Like” [under review], I argue that nearly all knowledge of what it is like to have 
an experience is approximate (rather than exact). In “The Epistemic Structure of In-
trospection” [in progress], I argue that introspective evidence is direct yet partial, 
yielding a view that captures both introspection’s epistemic virtues and its epistemic 
limits. In “First-Person Technology” [Revise & Resubmit, Journal of Consciousness 
Studies], I discuss how technology could enhance first-person investigation of con-
sciousness. A recurring theme is that the epistemology of experience is different 
from the epistemology of the external world, but often not in ways that philosophers 
have traditionally thought. 

Consciousness lies at the heart of my research interests. But my philosophi-
cal interests are wide-ranging, spanning the philosophy of mind, ethics, epistemol-
ogy, metaphysics, philosophy of science, and cognitive science. In other words, my 
focus on consciousness unifies a diverse and wide-ranging set of research interests. 


